STREETS & OPEN SPACE
A Vision for Downtown

Downtown’s mobility network
supports a broad range of
places and activities Downtown.
Safe and convenient access
is
provided
throughout
Downtown’s districts for all
users. Downtown’s circulation
system supports and reinforces
land use policies and connects
people to jobs, homes, services,
and amenities. Walking, cycling,
and transit are the primary ways
of getting around Downtown,
helping to make Downtown
a sustainable community. An
efficient
goods
movement
network supports economic
activity Downtown.
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KEY STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVEMENTS
This graphic exhibits key strategies discussed throughout the Downtown Community Plan’s
Mobility Chapter, which are intended to support a range of inclusive mobility options by creating
a more bicycle, pedestrian, and transit friendly environment.
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DRAFT CIRCULATION MAP
The Downtown Circulation Map defines the proposed location and classification of streets.
Updating this as part of the Downtown Community Plan provides the opportunity to implement
the City’s high-level mobility priorities on a localized scale. Specifically, the proposed
Circulation map and land use recommendations can better complement one another to
create a safe and accessible circulation system, regardless of age, ability, or transportation
mode.

Curb ramps,
signalized
crosswalks, and
other pedestrian
safety improvements
throughout
Downtown

DRAFT CIRCULATION MAP UPDATES
The Downtown Community Plan is introducing a new street design typology, Living Streets, which has been developed for Modified (Shared) Collector streets. The Living Streets design is
intended to protect unique street characteristics, while enhancing safety and comfort for all users. These are designed to function similarly to a shared street, where the roadway is shared
by all transit modes and enhanced with traffic calming and environmental sustainability strategies.
Living Streets design features include:
• Roadway: Asphalt travel lanes are narrow to promote slower speeds
and caution. Marked sharrows are the typical bicycle facility.
• Accessibility: New concrete curbs have a shallow vertical face to
provide a detectable edge for the visually impaired.
• Back-of-curb: Generous spaces may be programmed for seating,
cafe tables, etc. Plain concrete is typical; porous pavers are optional.
• Water management: Raingardens provide the space needed for
larger shade trees and capture run-off from downspouts and walks.
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